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This software solution is not yet particularly well-known
compared to the WMS and the TMS,  but a growing number of
businesses are turning to it. The redesign of a business's global
logistics strategy typically presents the ideal opportunity for
solution providers to pitch their solution footprint including their
OMS offering. Such opportunities are usually found among major
retailers seeking to drive revenue across an increasing number of
sales channels.

Multiple solution providers, inclu-
ding the likes of SAP, Manhattan
Associates, a-SIS, IBM,
RedPrairie/JDA Software, Oracle

and Generix, offer their own flavour
of the OMS. They are proposing
this additional software layer to
serve as a link between the back
office (ERP, WMS, TMS) and the
front office. According to industry
experts, France is behind compared
to the United Kingdom and the
United States, where e-commerce
has developed further and at a faster
pace. However, this is not the only
reason, as the range of benefits of
the solution and its cost/ROI are
the subject of much debate. OMS
solution vendors are nevertheless
convinced that the march towards
widepread adoption is underway,

with retailers leading the way. This
comes as no surprise, considering
that retailers are at the forefront of
innovation in the new era of omni-
channel commerce.

Pioneers
Experts often cite two examples
when discussing OMS implemen-
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OMS in France,
a seamless beginning

French businesses have not
yet embraced the OMS
(Order Management Sys-
tem) en masse. This cost-
effective system orches-

trates customer order
management – no matter the order
method (in-store, online, mobile,
etc.) or inventory source (from the
store, warehouse, etc.) – to where-
ver the customer desires (pick-up,
home delivery or store delivery).
While businesses have become
familiar over the years with WMS
(Warehouse Management Soft-
ware) and TMS (Transport Mana-
gement Software), with many

making extensive use of such soft-
ware, only a handlful of companies
in France have realised the full
potential of the OMS.

The upsurge in e-commerce
requires multi-channel
stock management.

tations: Leroy Merlin and Cdiscount.
A subsidiary of Casino, the latter
took the initiative to deploy Order
Management in 2014 in the context
of its adoption of a new logistics
strategy, underpinnned by an invest-
ment of more than 1 million euros
(see interview).
Leroy Merlin made its move even
earlier, after they too had made a
significant investment in a WMS.
This Auchan Group subsidiary deci-
ded to adopt an OMS back in 2012.
“Given the growth we’ve seen in our
e-commerce business, we think that
Manhattan's DOM solution is the
perfect tool to help us manage, control

The OMS also allows for warehouse
network management as part 
of inter-site flow management,
Lilian Mariani,
Project Director for vente-privee.com

»«

OMS in France,
a seamless beginning

Warehouse
automation optimises
store replenishment
through a range of
diverse distribution
methods.
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and improve our e-commerce and
cross-channel orders. More specifically,
this solution will give us global and
real-time visibility into our order
status and stock levels, while enabling
us to improve our customer service
and maximise sales opportunities at
every touchpoint. In a highly com-
petitive environment where cross-
channel sales represent an increasingly
important dimension of business
growth, precise management of our
operations and monitoring of ope-
rational and logistics costs play an
essential role in contributing to higher
margins.” This is what Cécile Larou-
manie, Supply Chain Director at
Leroy Merlin France, stated at the
time. Whilst she was not prepared
to comment on the results of the
project, one thing is certain: when
customers are on the e-commerce
website, they now have the option
to have items shipped to their home
or to a pick-up location, or to collect
from a store of their choice. Fur-
thermore, when in-store, they have
the option to take the merchandise
home immediately or to have it deli-
vered to their home or to a store of
their choosing. Leroy Merlin's four
warehouses manage all sales channels
for their own products
whilst certain supplier pro-
ducts are delivered directly
to the customer or store
by the suppliers themselves.
In order to cope with the
rise in omnichannel com-
merce and customer requi-
rements for shorter delivery
times, the number of warehouse
slots for fast-moving items has been
increased, as has the frequency of
deliveries from warehouses to stores.
In 2014, Leroy Merlin began exten-
ding the OMS roll-out to other
countries (Italy, Spain and Portugal)
to allow for new processes and ser-
vices to be implemented: online
purchase/in-store pickup, online
or in-store purchase/ship from store,
warehouse or supplier.
This real-time order management
capability, combined with complete
visibility of stock across the entire
distribution network (stores, ware-

houses and suppliers), improves
sales conversion rates and optimises
store and warehouse supply ope-
rations in order to meet the end-
customer's guaranteed delivery
deadline. “The DOM solution will
provide us with complete visibility
of our stock, allowing us to guarantee
product availability to our customers.
As a result, this should also contribute
to an increase in our sales, in customer
loyalty and in our profitability”, states
Luis Herrero, IT, Organisation and
Supply Chain Director at Leroy

Merlin Spain. His colleague Éric
Dewitte, Supply Chain Director at
Leroy Merlin Italy, adds: “This will
help us to unify our distribution chan-
nels and to make the shopping expe-
rience as simple as possible for our
customers. Among the benefits we
expect to see from this implementation
are the ability to select the best possible
order fulfilment source, to easily
modify orders, to offer a wide range
of delivery services for the client to
choose from, to anticipate stock shor-
tages and potential delivery issues
before they occur, and to increase
overall revenue and profitability.”

Vente-privee.com is also a pioneer.
In a White Paper on OMS systems
written in 2014 by consultant Michel
Jardat for solution provider a-SIS
(Savoye Group), Lilian Mariani,
Project Director for vente-
privee.com, outlined the benefits
derived from the online retailer’s
OMS deployment across an ope-
ration that comprises a dozen ware-
houses in France and elsewhere:
“One of the main functions of the
OMS is to provide visibility of the
entire stock pool and to be able to
consolidate all inventory  information
into a single tool. We were able to
streamline our stocktaking and moni-
toring processes for better control of
our inventory. The OMS also allows
for warehouse network management
as part of inter-site flow management.
For example, when transferring goods
from one of our warehouses to a ship-
per site, it is the OMS that triggers
the transfer order. It allows for an
automatic breakdown of orders accor-
ding to item type. Thus, for oversized
orders, such as furniture or large
appliances, the OMS will automa-
tically split them into single orders,
i.e. into as many prepared orders as
there are items. This is also the case
for high-value orders where, for insu-
rance reasons, we are obliged to limit
shipments to a maximum value. If
an order exceeds this value, it will
be split into two shipments by the
OMS. The OMS acts as a central
repository and transfer system for

Logistique Magazine : Is Cdiscount
one of the first French companies to
have installed an OMS? Were you
interested in this type of solution
from very early on?
Pierre-Yves Escarpit : I believe
that Cdiscount is a pioneer of the
OMS in France, with Manhattan
Associates' Distributed Order
Management (DOM) solution. But
when we looked to this solution
provider, it wasn't necessarily to
equip us with an OMS. Indeed,
traditionally, our logistics organisation
was founded on a specialisation of
our warehouses by product type, from
USB sticks to garden swimming pools.
Operating within that framework,
with a product stored at a single site,
the OMS did not seem necessary for
us, even though we had internal
software for inter-site communication.
In 2012, when Cdiscount made the
decision to replace its WMS with a
Manhattan Associates solution suite,
it contained this OMS component that
allowed us to precisely configure and
optimise our goods flows through
each warehouse, by cross-dock
platform, pre-order status and order
grouping. In 2014, we adopted a new
logistics master plan. That’s when we
began implementing the OMS, to
underpin a new fulfilment service we
provide to merchants and which we
host on our marketplace. Having been
running  for a year, we extended the
OMS deployment in 2015 to be able to
handle our heavy (over 30 kg) and
bulky (household appliances, sofa,
bed, etc.) products, which was a 9-10
month project. In 2016, we also
included products weighing less than
30kg. For heavy products, we decided
to split France in two, with a 90,000
sq. m. facility in Paris serving  the
north and a of 90,000 sq. m. facility in
Saint-Étienne for the south. In this
context, the OMS acted as a support
in serving and dividing our catchment
areas, replenishing the warehouses,

including inter-site transfers, and
managing multi-container shipments.
The OMS serves as a dashboard for
controlling the two sites.

LM : What issues have you run into
when implementing the OMS?
P.-Y. E. : During the first few weeks,
the implementation project was not a
smooth process, as I'm sure you can
imagine. Changing a WMS is simpler,
as it's the last component. The OMS is
a new component that is installed at
the heart of a company’s existing IT
infrastructure and to which are
connected all company departments
and their associated systems
including, in Cdiscount’s case, over a
dozen different ones spanning sales,
billing, finance and logistics. But we
also integrated it with our solution
provider’s WMS system. This is one of
the riskier projects that I've been
involved in, including during my
former role as a consultant. But we
did some test runs before pushing the
final “go-live” button, and this was
important since at Cdiscount, we’re
handling 30 million orders per year.
This kind of tool needs to be able to
handle spikes in order volumes, such
as around sales periods, otherwise it
becomes a bottleneck and you can't
deliver on your ultimate goal to
condense delivery timeframes. What
we learned with the first
implementation was that upstream,
the flow mapping is crucial. With a
comprehensive tool, you inevitably
reduce the margin for error.

LM : Did you assemble a dedicated
team for this project?
P.-Y. E. : At Cdiscount, we're all for
internalisation and for controlling our
information systems ourselves,
especially in the context of our IT
services organisation comprising
several hundred people, including our
IT partner teams. As such, we didn't
call on any additional external IT

services provider. The project team
consisted of almost 20 people, with
information systems and supply chain
representatives as well as Manhattan
Associates employees.

LM : What was the level of
investment made?
P.-Y. E. : With a software suite such
as this one and a project like ours,
which wasn't only centred on an OMS
installation but was much broader and
involved several warehouses, you can
expect a sizeable investment. But an
OMS tool rolled out in a simpler
environment, as part of a less complex
information systems infrastructure,
and in a business involving smaller
volumes, will cost less and may be
suitable for businesses that are not of
the same scale as Cdiscount.

LM : Have you measured the return
on investment?
P.-Y. E. : It was quickly apparent in
the kilometres saved and in the
reduction of our carbon footprint, that
without the OMS, savings on transport
would not have been possible. Per
year, we have saved 10 million
kilometres travelled by trucks in our
large product operations, and have
reduced a truck's average distance
travelled from 400km to 200km. Now
we are able to offer even faster
delivery to our customers in Paris and
Lyon: if they place an order before
2pm, they will receive their order that
same evening. Reducing delivery times
is a key driver for growth in e-
commerce.

LM : Do you think that the OMS is a
competitor for the WMS?
P.-Y. E. : No. The WMS manages
goods flows within the warehouse,
and the OMS has an overarching role,
enabling the optimisation of goods
flows across the entire business and
setting them in motion at the right
time.

"Upstream, flow mapping is crucial."

Pierre-Yves Escarpit,
Director of Operations at Cdiscount, 
in charge of supply chain and IT.

Interview

The OMS, the central component of our logistics
information system, is there to guarantee complete
visibility of our stock and the automatic
orchestration of our order fulfilment operation,
Lilian Mariani,
Project Director for vente-privee.com.

«
»

An OMS takes into
account item type and
automatically prepares
oversized orders by
splitting them into as
many single orders as
necessary.
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all customer orders, as well as cor-
responding item data. Once an order
is assigned to a warehouse, logistics
coordination manages the download
of all order data at the start of pro-
cessing. These downloads can be
completed in one go, at the end of
the operation, or as and when if we
have the item(s) in stock. Completing
these downloads as and when allows
us to ship our merchandise when

required, and in so doing reduces
delivery times. This process, which
controls the download of orders and
item information, is is automatically
managed by the OMS. As the central
component of our logistics systems
infrastructure, the OMS is there to
guarantee complete visibility of our
stock and the automatic orchestration
of our order fulfulfilment operation.” 
Célio, But and 3Suisses/Dispeo

are cited as other examples. For
Lacoste, the complexity of its multi-
channel  operation (stores, online
sales, multi-brand resellers) was
the reason behind its decision to
adopt an OMS, in 2014, for its ope-
rations in North America, the brand's
top market. “Our sales teams in call
centres and stores will be able to see
and fulfil orders across all distribution
channels”, explained Francis Pierrel,
CEO of Lacoste USA, who had deci-
ded to combine the company’s BtoB
and BtoC goods flows after the

ending of a contractual arrangement
with Amazon, who were at the time
in charge of fulfilling e-commerce
orders for the business. “They will
be able to perform  quick stock searches
using any piece of client or order
information across the entire network,
and fulfil the order with stock from
any channel in order to provide a
customised shopping experience and
encourage brand loyalty.” The imple-
mentation was extended to Europe
in mid-2016, by leveraging its central
fulfilment facility in Troyes, to where
its e-commerce operation was repa-
triated.
For its part, the BtoB industrial
supply distributor Martin Belaysoud
Expansion, will be switching over
to an OMS at the start of 2017. “As
part of our invitation to tender for
a WMS project, we acquired, via
the a-SIS Logistics Manager Suite,
their OMS module that will allow
us to optimise inter-site flow mana-
gement and meet the growing needs
of our customers with regard to
omnichannel retail and digitalisation”,
stated Christophe Bivert, Director
of IT and e-business. Logistics spe-
cialists are also jumping on the
bandwagon, often to accompany

Auriseo is a hearing and hearing protection
specialist operating under the audilo brand.
this sme, consisting of ten or so people,
offers close to 600 products online – via its
website or independent marketplaces – and
ships between 100 and 150 orders per day.
“We were looking for a more structured
system, given the growth of our business in
conjunction with our own website. With the
increase in order volumes trasacted through
the marketplaces, we couldn't carry on with
so few people”, explained the company's
Ceo, Pierric segretain. “We either had to
outsource logistics or we had to retain it,
which is what we decided to do. We had tested
different things with various solution provi-
ders, but nothing met our needs.” 
ultimately, auriseo will opt for the saas
solution shippingbo from Facilecomm,
which it came across at a tradeshow. “First
of all, this software makes my system more
reliable as it allows me to receive all the end-
customer's information, which allows him to
better track his order.  Before, we managed
this ourselves, but we had to cross-check
Excel sheets and readjust our stock levels.”

implementing the solution took almost
three months, but Facilecomm continues to
make improvements along the way. “It's like
changing your router at home. At first, it's
complicated, you have to set it up. But the
difference is clear. We were managing every-
thing from our Prestashop site. It's
convenient, but when there's a server outage,
it's a concern. You're blind. And when you
restart the server, you can't be sure if every-
thing has been recovered. Now, we have an
added level of security.” 
the director acknowledges that shippingbo
was not presented to him as an oms. “They
used a less wild term, 'logistics management'.
But it's order management! And I think that
this type of system is going to explode over the
coming years.” Facilecomm boasts 150
subscribers to its shippingbo solution (with
subscriptions ranging from €40 to €200 per
month). Proximis, Devatics or evoq (Dnn
software) are also positioning themselves in
this niche of cheaper, innovative, easier-to-
install and less ambitious solutions than the
full oms solutions offered by the larger
solution providers.

The OMS also meets the needs of SMEs

The WMS manages
goods flows within the
warehouse, and the OMS
has an overarching role,
enabling the
optimisation of goods
flows across the entire
business and setting
them in motion 
at the right time,
Pierre-Yves Escarpit,
Director of Operations 
at Cdiscount.

«

»

The OMS’s ability to orchestrate orders and provide complete
visibility of stock makes it a key component of a logistics
systems infrastructure.

the demands of their distributor
customers. “I heard about the OMS
through logistics providers”, expressed
Stéphane Maurin, Logistics Manager
of Brandalley’s private sales site.
“It's up to them to equip themselves.
What interests me is reducing my
logistics costs. I'm discussing it with
SED, and if the OMS can play a role,
why not?”

The cautious
After the converts, there are those
who study the feasability of such
projects. Thus, showroomprive.com
is in the process of rewriting its logis-
tics strategy in light of its tremendous
growth and multi-warehouse supply
network. “We're thinking about our
stock flows, which represent 20% of
our inventory”, acknowledges Anil
Benard-Dende, Operations Director
for the e-commerce business, who
experienced a successful OMS roll-
out while working at Cdiscount. “It
would be easier for us to implement
in this area rather than  our cross-
docking operation where we would
first need to strengthen our supply
chain exchanges with our suppliers.
I don't think the risk level associated
with an OMS is high, and I think it's

far less complicated than a WMS
implementation project . It's a tool
that could help all kinds of businesses
but today is primarily used in the e-
commerce world because it is can
quickly adapt to huge swings in goods
flows, i.e. the ability to respond to
10,000 orders in one day and 25,000
orders the next day. In terms of costs,
we're within reasonable limits (under
a million euros), especially in the
context of the return generated through
increasing customer satisfaction, ear-
ning customer loyalty, and making
the comparison between that cost
and the cost of acquiring a custo-
mer!”
At Damartex, Supply Chain Direc-
tor Patrick Da Conceicao has not
yet embarked on any such project,
but admits that “the OMS is a target
for the next 3-4 years". "To get there,
we need a mature cross-
functional/matrix organisation. This
can be a broad topic, let's be clear.
But we have already made much pro-
gress in this regard with our
upstream/downstream supply chain,
with several locations, several countries
and several sales channels (stores,
Internet, telephone, catalogue).”
The Etam group, for its part, studied

the question extensively in 2016
when faced with choosing a new
WMS. “An OMS could very well help
us because, currently, our e-commerce
operation, and our stores which are
equipped with iPads to take orders,

are two streams that
generate different pur-
chase orders. The same
goes for our after-sales
service. Omnichannel
retail has pushed us to
think about this”, stated
Grégoire Sanquer,
Information Systems
Director. The retailer
must nevertheless
manage priorities across
multiple projects started

on RFID, CRM and, soon, the WMS.
“It's hard to find an ROI where the
OMS is concerned”, notes the func-
tional head. “If you entrust a project
like this to a company’s logistics/supply
chain team, it would be a major pro-
ject. If the digital team takes care of
it, it would no doubt be a lighter
project to handle, more flexible, in
the shape of SaaS. The truth is that
I think it falls somewhere in the mid-
dle.”

Vincent Lepercq

Our sales teams 
in call centres and
stores will be able 
to see and fulfil 
orders across 
all distribution
channels,
Francis Pierrel,
CEO of Lacoste USA.

»
«
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Testimonial of British company Asda
Feedback on the OMS is flourishing, especially in the Anglo-Saxon retail
world. Manhattan Associates, a leading solution provider in this emerging
category, can already offer many case studies for the software’s successful
adoption. Among these is that of British retailer Asda, more details of which
appear on the solution provider's website, and which are summarised here
by Paul Anastasiou, the company's Supply Chain Director. 

We created the "toyou"
service to address
weaknesses that were
sources of frustration

for our customers, particularly
when they have to wait for a
package to arrive. One of the
greatest features of
Manhattan's platform
is its ability to integrate
several different sys-
tems. The ability to
quickly configure this
platform was also a
major selling point for
us. For example, when
you're on your way
home from work, it's
probably more conve-
nient for you to stop at
a petrol station en
route. On the other
hand, for someone
who has time and
wants to take care of
two things at once,
picking up a parcel and doing
some shopping, "toyou" addresses
this need perfectly.

Manhattan's solution has allowed
us to unify our commercial and
logistics assets by connecting them
to a single IT platform. We use the
Distributed Order Management
(DOM) system to help choose the
best route through our logistics net-

work, which is very complex given
our different store sizes and the
various delivery frequencies in place
for each store. Sometimes we have
to use a refrigerated delivery vehicle,
and at other times, we have to go
with an ambient one. The Extended
Enterprise Management (EEM)
component allows us to break up
the journey into a series of events
that we can monitor in real-time.
In particular, the technology has
allowed us to push back the cut-off
time for order placement. We are
now able to accept orders from our
site, george.com, until 9 pm for next-
day delivery, in a way that is profitable
but that also makes best use of the
solution's efficiency. We believe that
the "toyou" service is an industry
first and one that closely resembles
an air traffic control system. Our
team monitors each operation in
every system in order to ensure top

quality service, but also to identify
potential issues early on so as to
proactively take evasive action.
As far as order collection points
are concerned, we have thought
long and hard about the in-store
experience. We use wireless tech-
nology and we're also able to manage
the customer's collection experience.
We keep them updated on how long
their collection will take. This plays
a crucial part in shortening queues
in stores. We give customers the
opportunity to print off a return
slip at home, but they also have the
option to come into the store to
print off a return slip for one of our
partner brands. This return slip
contains a tracking number, allowing
customers to follow the routing of
their returned item to its end des-
tination, and thus know when they
will receive their refund.

Manhattan's solution
allowed us to unify our
commercial and
logistics assets by
connecting them to  a
single IT platform,
Paul Anastasiou,
Supply Chain and Logistics
Director.

«
»

The OMS component has
allowed for multi-channel
purchase coordination,
cut-off time extension,
and improvement of
product availability for
customers.


